
Current Athletes Of Wine wines: 
2013 Athletes Of Wine ‘Viñero’ Cuvée Extra Brut  

Very youthful, refined, citrus focussed, 8 years on lees giving drive and saline complexity.  

$29.50luc 

2017 Athletes Of Wine ‘Viñero’ Romsey Chardonnay  

Mid-weight, elegant white stone fruit and yellow citrus, gentle lees influence and seductive oak.  

$28.50luc  

2018 Athletes Of Wine ‘Viñero’ Lancefield Pinot Noir  

Deep black raspberry, cinnamon and white pepper. Mid weight, fruit forward palate with a ferrous underlay.   

$28.50luc 

 

2019 Athletes Of Wine ‘Vino Athlético’ Chardonnay 

Light on its feet, unadorned Chardonnay – no new oak, bright & refreshing with great clarity of flavour. 

$19.50luc 

2020 Athletes Of Wine ‘Vino Athlético’ Pinot Noir  

Full fruited, with lovely tension between the warmth of the season and Macedon’s cool, fine tannins. 

$20luc 

 

2018 Athletes Of Wine ‘Alto! Alto!!’ Riesling blend 

Jasmine florals, grapefruit, white peach, hint of grip, notes of cumin and cardamom.  

$17.50luc SPECIAL POURING PRICE AVAILABLE 

2019 Athletes Of Wine ‘Alto! Alto!!’ Rosé 

Pale copper hue, nuances of, and an affinity with the deli: fennel; olives; cured/smoked goods. 

$17.50luc 

2019 Athletes Of Wine ‘Alto! Alto!!’ Merlot blend 

Notes of blackberry, raspberry, plum, anise, tobacco leaf and woody spice. Juicy, medium weight. 

$17.50luc 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2013 Athletes Of Wine ‘Viñero’ Cuvée Extra Brut  

(second disgorgement, March 2021) 

Our vision for the wine (what’s the style and what does the label stand for): 
To us, a great sparkling wine is one with seamless contrasts: character from ageing yet is incredibly youthful; 

primary fruits alongside savoury/yeasty/nutty baked goods; racy acidity with supple texture. The aim being a wine 

you need to have more than just one glass (or two, or three). Over a period of years as we tasted this wine again and 

again, trying to decide when to disgorge it we tried to avoid using the C-word but we certainly wanted to make a 
sparkling with a level of sophistication and drive that the best Champagnes have. Initially we thought 3 years on lees 

would be enough but we got Macedon-ed. Time, and wines, move slowly in these parts and it was over five years 
before the wine had all the signatures of really good sparkling. We figured if we were going to do it, we might as 

well do it properly and were happy to wait.  

The South Gisborne vineyard we had leased for the last six seasons had been sold and so making sparkling meant 

we would have a wine with real longevity and was a bit of an homage to the sparkling wine tradition of the region. 

Viñero vintage sparkling is one off for now, as the Pét Nat project has incorporated some of the principles of 

traditional sparkling production such as multi vintage blending.  

What we see in the glass (tasting note and how it reflects us, the season and the vineyard): 
Pale straw colour. Lemon meringue, almond meal. Light to med body. pink grapefruit and some fino-like autolytic 

tang. 

Long complex wine driven by the extended lees aging and ripe citrus of Chardonnay, with Pinot Noir contributing a 

hint of red apple fruit and blossom.  

The 2013 season was warm and dry, and by the start of April we started to see stress in the canopy of our Pinot Noir. 

Matt’s solution – pick it early and make fizz. Liam’s answer – hells yes! We had already reached an in-principal 

agreement to take on a new vineyard and so purchased Chardonnay from that block to add to our tiny yield of Pinot 
Noir. A true passion project, a long and slow process to capture the last year of our lease of our original vineyard in 

the southern part of the Macedon Ranges. 

What we did (key decisions that make the wine what it is, apart from vineyard and vintage):  
Both parcels were hand-picked, the Pinot Noir on the 10th of March and the Chardonnay 8 days later. Gently pressed, 

ferment started with Champagne yeast, primary ferment lasted for 12 days. Initial disgorgement was in December 

2018 with 2 g/L dosage, and the current one is from March 2021 with zero dosage. 

What we serve it with:  
Generous enough to drink on its own, but shines with raw white fish, oysters, olives stuffed with cheese, crumbed 

and deep fried. 

Variety:  90% Chardonnay / 10% Pinot Noir 

Region:  Macedon Ranges 

Picking Date: 18th March / 10th March  Yield: 2.2 ton/acre 

Ferment and elevage: 12 day ferment, 8 years on lees 

The numbers: Alcohol: 12% pH: 3.01 TA: 8.6g/L Dosage: 0 g/L 
 

 

 



2017 Athletes Of Wine ‘Viñero’ Romsey Chardonnay  

Our vision for the wine (what’s the style and what does the label stand for): 
We believe in a classic interpretation of the Chardonnay grape – we have a style that we love to drink and want to 

emulate – rich, layered, textured, powerful...almost to the point of being too much, but falling back to a position of 
refreshment just at the right moment. Chardonnay should be generous in flavour, it should be full but fresh (Viñero 

emphasises the full, Vino Athlético the fresh).  

Viñero = Vigneron. A grower and maker of wine. We might not have winemaking degrees but we have been able to 
learn enough viticulture to grow high quality fruit and to train our palates so we can recognise great wines. Great 

can mean many things (great balance, great value, great quality, great deliciousness) - our training ensures Viñero 

demonstrates all these characters and that it is the pinnacle of what we do. This year continues the decision made in 

’16 to select the best barrels, the ones that were the most focussed, the most complex and would be the most long-

lived. The more forward barrels go into Vino Athlético, making both wines better for it. 

What we see in the glass (tasting note and how it reflects us, the season and the vineyard): 
Pale lemon-yellow colour. White nectarine, almond nougat, elegant oak. Medium bodied, solids/lees work add funk 

and texture on the palate.  

A narrow entry expands, building height and wide as the palate rolls on. This is ripe yet refreshing, classic in every 

sense of word 

Our sixth year working this vineyard and we feel we finally captured the essence of the site. We’ve discovered it’s 
naturally powerful, no benefit in trying to change it – let it be powerful and shape around that. 2017 was a long, cool 

growing season with good yields, a huge contrast to 2016 and we were thrilled to shift the fruit spectrum from 
yellow to white, bringing that tangy finish to the concentration and power of Romsey. 

What we did (key decisions that make the wine what it is, apart from vineyard and vintage):  
Growing more confident in our winemaking decisions we had an early and a late pick to play with. Whole bunch 

pressed to tank, lightly settled and fermented in barrel. Rested on fine lees in the cool underground cellar, one new 
hogshead, the rest three to four years old, one with light stirring. Racked and refreshed in the spring, the final blend 

was decided in January to bottle the Vino Athlético but we left the components for this wine in oak until after vintage 
– the cool year called for a little extra rest. Probably went through malo. 

What we serve it with:  
If Vino Athlético is for entrée, serve Viñero with main course, think: roasted vs raw; caramelisation vs crudo; meaty 

vs fine fleshed. It loves cheese, mushrooms, cold-water fish, dashi, seaweed. 

Variety:  100% Chardonnay 

Region:  Macedon Ranges 

Picking Dates: 27th March / 7th April   Yield: 2 ton/acre 
Ferment and elevage: 9 day ferment, 13 months on lees, 20% new oak 

The numbers: Alcohol: 12.3% pH: 3.37 TA: 6 g/L 
 

 

 

  



2018 Athletes Of Wine ‘Viñero’ Lancefield Pinot Noir  

Our vision for the wine (what’s the style and what does the label stand for): 
Describing the wine we want Viñero Pinot Noir to be is complicated. Absolutely it has to be light and refined but also 

show real concentration, power and structure too. We love the red cherry signature of the region and we want to 
honour the coolness of Macedon by making sure it has enough of his fruit but it is not too fruity. We always give it 

over a year in bottle, on release it should have immediate appeal but also be built for the long haul. Aromatically 

beguiling, delicious on its own but very much a food wine. 

Viñero = Vigneron. A grower and maker of wine. When we made our first Viñero we’d been training for five years at 

Circa, tasting with and listening to some of the best vignerons in the world, so figured all we needed to do was apply 

the principles we’d learned and away we’d go. Over a decade later, we now know we don’t quite know enough about 

viticulture and winemaking to be called a great vigneron but we do have palates that can recognise wines which are 

great (great balance, great value, great quality, great deliciousness) - ensuring Viñero demonstrates all these 
characters and that it is the absolute pinnacle of what we do. 

What we see in the glass (tasting note and how it reflects us, the season and the vineyard): 
Glossy ruby purple. Deep black raspberry, cinnamon and white pepper. Mid weight, fruit forward palate with a 
ferrous underlay.  

So much going on, plenty of flesh, this is suave and muscular, a thoroughbred colt. It has taken a while to relax, a 

decanter is your friend here.   

2018 was the kind of vintage we’d love to have every year – not too hot, cold, wet or dry.... perfect would be no 

exaggeration. In fact, it was the first year we’ve had where every single pick took place exactly when we wanted to 
do it, not because our hand had been forced by heat, rain, disease pressure etc. Oh if every year could be like this! 

Our first wine off this block, a neighbour down the road from our Romsey vineyard. Shallow topsoil means the vines 

struggle and so the canopy & crop load are both really small. Deep, dark and built to last. Densely-fruited, a 
testament to the dedicated and laborious tending of these vines. 

What we did (key decisions that make the wine what it is, apart from vineyard and vintage):  
The growers worked incredibly hard to deliver pristine, flawless fruit so in order to ensure the voice of the vineyard 
speaks clearly through the wine we have kept winemaking to the minimum: no whole bunch but lots of whole berry; 

no new oak but the best second-fill hogshead. Incredibly complex, we gave it 6 extra months in bottle before we felt 

it ready for release. 

What we serve it with:  
Similar to the food that suits Vino Athlético Pinot Noir, but the produce needs an additional level of umami – the 

meat needs to be dry aged; the mushrooms need to be wild; the beetroot needs to be roasted or smoked. 

Variety:  100% Pinot Noir 
Region:  Macedon Ranges  

Picking Dates:  23rd March  Yield: 1.6 ton/acre 
Ferment and elevage: destemmed into stainless steel, gentle pump over. 10 months in older oak puncheons and 

hogheads 

The numbers: Alcohol:  13.6% pH: 3.6 TA: 5.9 /L  
 

 

 



2019 Athletes Of Wine ‘Vino Athlético’ Chardonnay 

Our vision for the wine (what’s the style and what does the label stand for): 
Vino Athlético is a racy and refreshing kind of Chardonnay that converts even those that say they don’t like this 

grape (who are these people?) and still appeals to the lovers as much as the haters – it’s been called a gateway wine. 
Despite the fresh approach in the winery, it should still announce itself as a wine with presence and character, 

clearly made from low yielding, high quality fruit. The sand and basalt soils at Candlebark Hill and the large format 
old oak in the winery give the wine an open texture and crisp focus. The clay-based Romsey component, lees work 

and partial malo ensure it is undeniably and deeply Chardonnay, albeit in a graceful, unadorned style.  

With the Viñero label reserved for the best of the best wines, we set about giving Vino Athlético its own personality 
to ensure it is more than just a “second wine”. We felt we could use our wine athleticism to craft a wine that 

represented the region as a whole - a multi-site, multi-clone, multi-parcel blend with an array of techniques in the 
winery to show the full potential of Macedon and to steal some of the spotlight that other regions enjoy.  

What we see in the glass (tasting note and how it reflects us, the season and the vineyard): 
Pale lemon colour. Soft yellow fruits, hinting at the tropical. The palate brings peach, savoury roasted nuts and 

closes with grapefruit pith on the finish.  

Fleshy texture and mouthfeel with an uncluttered finish, a wine with no pretences, comfortable in its own skin. 

Bright and quaffable we’re proud to make a Chardonnay which is stripped back and pure yet is more than just a 
lean, neutral, early-picked dry white. 

2019 produced more classically-styled wines than 2018, but you really had to pick on flavour not numbers – the 

vines seemed to shut down early due to the dry season, they kept accumulating flavour but sugars slowed right 
down. They are fleshy and have a lot of up-front appeal, but the regional imprint is strong as cool nights from mid-

March onwards preserved a good amount of citrus to go along with the stonefruit characters.  

What we did (key decisions that make the wine what it is, apart from vineyard and vintage):  
Both vineyards had an early and a late pick to drive diversity of flavour and structure. All parcels were also split in 
the winery, with ferments both at ground level/ambient temperature and downstairs in the temperature-controlled 

cellar. All barrels are disturbed as little as possible, on fine lees, racked and sulphured as late as possible. The final 

blend has a small amount (one of the more forward hogsheads) of Viñero Romsey, a decision which always makes 

Vino Athlético denser & more layered and makes the Viñero more precise & age worthy.  

What we serve it with:  
This wine needs to be with raw and lighter plates: scallop or prawn crudo; ceviche; cauliflower pilaf. 
 

Variety:  100% Chardonnay 
Region:  Macedon Ranges  

Picking Date: 19th March – 23rd March   Yield: 1.6 – 2.3 ton/acre 

Ferment and elevage:  whole bunch pressed into tank, settled overnight then racked to old oak puncheons, 
hogsheads and barriques 

The numbers: Alcohol: 12.3% pH: 3.35 TA: 6.1 g/L 
 

  



2020 Athletes Of Wine ‘Vino Athlético’ Pinot Noir 

Our vision for the wine (what’s the style and what does the label stand for): 
We want Vino Athlético Pinot Noir to announce itself as a wine with presence and character, clearly made from low 

yielding, high quality fruit. The wine should be attractively fruity, supple but not simple and the diverse aromatics 
and fine structure should tell you there is ambition to be more than just a wine for the masses. We believe tannin is 

a key part of great Pinot, particularly Macedon Pinot, even when it’s under $40 a bottle.  

Blending is one of the best parts of our job and creating exceptional parcels to blend with is even better again – this 
is a wine where we wanted to recruit more instruments in the band to create a more lush and detailed sound. We 

felt we could use our wine athleticism to craft a wine that represented the region as a whole - a multi-site, multi-

clone, multi-parcel blend to show the full potential of Macedon and to steal some of the spotlight that other regions’ 

wines enjoy.  

What we see in the glass (tasting note and how it reflects us, the season and the vineyard): 
Pale-to-med ruby purple colour. Raspberry and cherry plum, earth and a hint of smoke. Light body, intense red 
fruits continue on the palate, with some blackberry and hint of oak.  

Aromatics swirl and develop with air, the fruit weight builds and builds on the palate but is contrasted with bright 
acidity and fine tannins. 

After the devastating storm in January, 2020 was a real waiting game. We had to make a call to pick before the rain 

in early April or to wait for a break in the weather – despite seeing some of the best in the region deciding to pick we 
wanted to wait, and we think the results indicate we made the right call. This wine reminds us of a more elegant 

version of the 2018s. 

What we did (key decisions that make the wine what it is, apart from vineyard and vintage):  
Since 2017 we’ve blended multiple parcels in order to build the bottom end, to provide depth, muscle and darker 

fruit in this wine. With such a small crop this year we had fewer options to play with in the winery, however, the 

lower yield also meant the fruit was some of the most complete we have seen from this vineyard. In cooking terms, 
the vintage was “low ’n’ slow”! The low was due to a savage January storm halving the number of bunches on the 

vine, which put them into shock, further delaying the ripening by a couple of weeks. The season was very cool and 
mild, with rain in March and April meaning that even with a small crop the ripeness and structure developed slowly.  

What we serve it with:  
Beetroot risotto/raw beetroot salad with raspberry vinegar. Grilled quail, pastrami spice and pomegranate. 

 
Variety:  100% Pinot Noir 

Region:  Macedon Ranges  

Picking Date: 14th April  Yield: 1.2 ton/acre 
Ferment and elevage:  10 days on skins in stainless steel, pressed, settled and racked older puncheons, hogsheads 

and barriques 
The numbers: Alcohol: 12.9% pH: 3.53 TA: 6.1 g/L  
   



2018 Athletes Of Wine ‘Alto! Alto!!’ Bianco 

Our vision for the wine (what’s the style and what does the label stand for): 
This white is our semi-aromatic blend with citrus drive, soft yellow fruit, gentle almond and herbal notes overlaid 

with white & pink blossom. Our aim is to make a wine that is all things to all people, something they will love in 
summer or winter, with food or without, at a party or a restaurant. The name reflecting both the eternal challenge 

we set ourselves to reach higher and higher in our wine life and the two high altitude regions supplying the fruit. 
 

The first Alto! Alto!! wine was made in 2015 - a serendipitous offer of a rare clone of Chardonnay from a friend came 
with a gentle suggestion it could be crafted in the winery to drink like the intriguing, people-friendly, food-friendly 

blends of Friuli, the Veneto and Alto-Adige in NE Italy. We picked our Sauvignon Blanc on the same day, co-

fermented and Alto! Alto!! was born. In the subsequent years we have of course introduced Italian varieties and a 
little bit of time on skins to tap into a world of aromas, flavours and textures that would otherwise be wasted. 

What we see in the glass (tasting note and how it reflects us, the season and the vineyard): 
Pale straw yellow. Super complex nose, flint & white pepper. Gentle apricot and soft yellow orchard fruit, lemon, 
tarragon, frangipane and frangipani.  

A palate with a northern Italian heart. Fresh, tending towards mid-weight, is soft and textural with gentle grip that 

closes out proceedings nicely. Expansive and compact at the same time.  
 

In 2018 the dry season meant that a lot of vines started to shut down by February and so sugar levels stayed 

moderate while ripeness slowly built – this more than ever was a year to make picking decisions on flavour not by 

numbers. With Riesling providing the rock to build this wine on we left it for 8 months on skins unlocking an 
amazing array of perfume and texture. As always Chardonnay and Sauvignon on skins providing fruit diversity and 

a gentle herbal crunch. 

What we did (key decisions that make the wine what it is, apart from vineyard and vintage):  
The Riesling was picked first – one-sixth destemmed, the rest gently whole-bunch pressed, the pressings kept  

separate and developed an unintentional light flor, which sits as a quiet Maillard note in the background.  The 

Chardonnay was pressed to a small tank and when the Sauvignon Blanc was ready we destemmed it directly on top. 
We taste the skinsy parcels regularly and when they start to taste really quite exotic and phenolic we gently basket 

press them knowing that they’ll be a smaller part of the final blend. 

What we serve it with:  
Communal dishes with an array of contrasting elements: vegetables, meat, seafood and dairy which are served raw, 

pickled, salted or grilled. It comes into its own served alongside simple food with punchy dressings.  

Think salsa verde, pesto, ponzu, nuoc mam cham, rémoulade, raita.  
 

Variety:  60% Riesling / 27.5% Chardonnay, 12.5% Sauvignon Blanc 
Region:  King Valley / Macedon Ranges  

Vessel: Stainless steel and PE resin tanks 

Picking Date: 12th March / 2nd March / 23rd March / 1st April   

Vineyard/s: Riesling (planted 1998) from the Corsini family, King Valley. Chardonnay (planted 1999) from 

Candlebark Hill, Kyneton. Sauvignon Blanc (planted 1988) from Athletes Of Wine, Romsey. 

Ferment and elevage:  Mostly free run in stainless steel and flextanks, a portion of the wine with skin influence 

(part of the Riesling on skins for 8 months and the Sauvignon macerated in the Chardonnay for 5 months). 

Yield: 1.5 – 2.5 ton/acre  The numbers: Alcohol: 12.9% pH: 3.45 TA: 6.1 g/L 

 



2020 Athletes Of Wine ‘Alto! Alto!!’ Rosato  

Our vision for the wine (what’s the style and what does the label stand for): 
If we could choose descriptors to nail our rosé, we’d want them to be ‘thrillingly thirst-quenching, delicious with 

subtle complexity’. This is the label where we take the opportunity to be creative and just make wine for pleasure. 
We want to avoid classic limitations, rules or definitions - if it feels good, do it! We want them to be everything 

possible, we want a high level of drinkability AND the structure and sophistication to be food wines.  

 
We’ve all seen the (r)evolution of rosé over the last 5 years. No longer just a summer drink, or for a narrow band of 

die-hard supporters. It is now consumed all-year round, made in a less frivolous style and is simply just another 

wine style put there – people understand it doesn’t rely on a narrow set of situations when it’s the best and/or only 

choice (summer, sunshine, aperitivo, picnic, poolside). Rosé is for everyone all the time, as it should be with all 

wines.  

What we see in the glass (tasting note and how it reflects us, the season and the vineyard): 
Typical Sangiovese pale copper hue. Gentle aromas, redcurrant & fennel seed. Crisp light-med palate with notes of 

air-dried ham & bay leaf.  

Aromatically shy but expressive and generous to drink. Still showing cured meats and spice but with strawberries 

and cream bringing an attractive softness to the palate.  

The terrible fires of 2019/2020 mark this vintage and whilst the odd white or rosé might be smoky they are very 
rare, it is the reds that suffer most. Winemaking needed to be even more gentle than normal, and so the wines have 

a delicacy and purity, they are light on their feet and graceful.  

What we did (key decisions that make the wine what it is, apart from vineyard and vintage):  
Typical very light pressing to preserve the purity and focus we want for the wine. Aging on lees in old oak to bring 

layers and savoury complexity. The shut down in ripening also kept aromatic compounds to the minimum so we 

blended a handful of other varieties to bring a bit of lift and perfume to the nose and some texture to the palate. 

What we serve it with:  
As always, can be drunk on its own or with food: pink fish grilled or tarator style; smoked or cured meats; a simple 

noodle dish – spaghetti aglio e olio, bun cha, guay teow pad Thai. 

 
Variety:  95% Sangiovese. 5% Vermentino 

Region:  King Valley /Murray-Darling 

Vineyard/s: Sangiovese (planted 1990) from King River Estate, King Valley. Vermentino from Chalmers, Mildura. 

Picking Date: Sangiovese 1st April, Vermentino 14th February. 

Yield: 1.8 – 2.7 ton/acre 
Ferment and elevage:  whole bunch pressed into tank, settled overnight then racked to old oak puncheons, 

hogsheads and barriques  

The numbers: Alcohol: 13% pH: 3.42 TA: 5.9g/L 

 
  



2019 Athletes Of Wine ‘Alto! Alto!!’ Rosso 

Our vision for the wine (what’s the style and what does the label stand for): 
In life to be in the middle is sometimes seen as a bad thing but for us it means you are the best of everything, a well-

rounded student or athlete. Alto! Alto!! red should be: medium bodied: medium in aromatics (with carbonic lift, 
spice, herbs); medium in fruit (showing red, black and blue); and medium in structure (refreshing acidity and 

tannin to cut the plump fruit).  

Our expectations for the Alto! Alto!! red are as lofty as for the white and rosé. We want all of them to be instantly 
alluring and then throw you different looks and angles as you move through the bottle. In particular this needs to be 

different to our Pinot Noirs, it can’t just be another aromatic red, it needs to more body, more structure and a more 

woody/herbal accent to the flavours and aromas. 
   
What we see in the glass (tasting note and how it reflects us, the season and the vineyard): 
Bright purple/ruby. Plum, anise, nuances of tobacco leaf and woody spice. Medium weight, juicy, smashable palate, 

just the right amount of sour cherry and fine tannins. 

This release of Alto! Alto!! is right in the zone of where we want it to be. Fruit, deliciousness, and aromatic intrigue 

balanced by structure and unravelling layers of savoury complexity. 

Italian Merlot is some of the best in the world and this is our inspiration – medium weight, supple, fruit forward but 

with a gentle herbal edge and precise tannins. The red was the easiest wine to make in 2019, the two parcels of 

organic Merlot from the Corsini family worked so well as a pair we only needed a small amount of Pinot Noir and 

Malbec to complete the puzzle. 

What we did (key decisions that make the wine what it is, apart from vineyard and vintage):  
Merlot in two parts: one whole-berry dominated ferment with lots of fruit to the fore; one destemmed and crushed 
to show how good serious Merlot can be when it’s not blended with Cab Sauv. Pinot Noir was destemmed as stems 

weren’t ripe this year, its role is to lighten the mood & add perfume. Malbec made with lots of whole berry brings 

characteristic blackberry & tobacco. 
 

What we serve it with:  
Richer dishes, especially with sweet/sour characters: miso glaze; pomegranate molasses; hoi sin; XO; caponata. 

 

Variety: Merlot, Pinot Noir & Malbec 

Region: King Valley / Macedon Ranges 
Vineyard/s: Merlot (planted 1999) from the Corsini family, King Valley. Pinot Noir and Malbec planted 1989 from 

Candlebark Hill, Kyneton. 

Picking Date: 21-23rd March 
Yield: 1.7 – 2 ton/acre 

Ferment and elevage: Primary ferment in stainless steel, pressed and racked to old oak and flextanks. 
The numbers: Alcohol: 13.8% pH: 3.65 TA: 5.3 g/L 

 

 

 

 


